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RULE CAPTION
Permanent transition of authority over Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace, Senate Bill 1 (2015) implementation

Not more than 15 words that reasonably identifies the subject matter of the agency’s intended action.

Hearing Date Time Location Hearings Officer
9-17-15 10:30 a.m. 350 Winter St. NE, Salem, OR, 97301 - Conference Room 260 Victor Garcia

RULEMAKING ACTION
ADOPT: Rules in 945-001, 945-020
AMEND: Rules in 945-001, 945-010, 945-020, 945-030, 945-040, 945-050
REPEAL: Rules in 945-001, 945-010, 945-020, 945-030, 945-040, 945-050
RENUMBER: Secure approval of new rule numbers with the Administrative Rules Unit prior to filing.
AMEND AND RENUMBER: Secure approval of new rule numbers with the Administrative Rules Unit prior to filing.
Rules in 945-001

Statutory Authority:
741.002

Other Authority:
Enrolled SB 1 (2015)

Statutes Implemented:
741.002, Enrolled SB 1 (2015)

RULE SUMMARY

Senate Bill 1 of the 2015 legislative session transferred authority over the Health Insurance Marketplace to the Department of Consumer and Business Services (DCBS). This rulemaking will conform OAR chapter 945 to the changes made by SB 1 (2015) effective July 1, 2015. In addition, there are some updates and changes to the insurer assessment and certification process.

The Agency requests public comment on whether other options should be considered for achieving the rule’s substantive goals while reducing negative economic impact of the rule on business.

Victor Garcia victor.a.garcia@oregon.gov

Last Day (m/d/yyyy) and Time for public comment

*The Oregon Bulletin is published on the 1st of each month and updates the rule text found in the Oregon Administrative Rules Compilation.